
V-Drums Friend Jam for iPhone

Air Recorder

With wireless connectivity between Roland products and your iPhone, 
Roland Wireless Connect provides a new world of enjoyment with your 
electronic instruments.
Use the "Air Recorder" or "V-Drums Friend Jam" iPhone app and a wireless 
USB adaptor to enhance your skills and enjoyment ̶ from recording and 
practicing to participating in online worldwide rankings.

For details on Roland Wireless Connect, 
visit http://roland.jp/link/RWC/

Roland
Wireless
Connect

Connect your iPhone 
and electronic 
instruments wirelessly!

Get connected
with your instruments,
your music, and the world.
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Air Recorder
Record your performance to your iPhone wirelessly.
Record your performance as you jam along with your
favorite songs!

Air Recorder lets you wirelessly send and receive data between your Roland 
instrument and iPhone.
You can jam along with songs stored on your iPhone, and even record your 
performance to your iPhone.
Air Recorder also supports audio-file transfer between your instrument and iPhone!

V-Drums Friend Jam is a social networking tool where drummers from over 140 
countries and regions can compete ̶ and it’  s now available as an iPhone app.
Simply play your drums along with a song to take part in a worldwide ranking contest.
Tweet your results and get connected with your friends! Friends from around the world 
are waiting for you to play!

V-Drums Friend Jam for iPhone
Have fun practicing V-Drums with your iPhone.
Socialize and compete with drummers from around
the world!

* Supports AudioCopy from Sonoma Wire Works. 

Bring more music into your life !
Roland invites everyone to experience the joy of making music.

On your synth! On your V-Drums! Or on your V-Accordion!

Synthesizers

V-Drums

V-Accordion

JUPITER-80　JUPITER-50
JUNO-Di　JUNO-Gi
Lucina AX-09
BK-5　BK-5 OR

V-Drums TD-30　TD-15　TD-11

FR-1x

* Information included in this brochure is current as of June 2012.
  Some models may require you to update your system program.  Refer to the website below for details.
  http://roland.jp/link/RWC/
* V-Drums Friend Jam for iPhone can only be used with V-Drums.  

Roland Wireless Connect supported instruments
 (including to-be-released models):

WNA1100-RL 
Wireless USB Adaptor

Simply connect the WNA1100-RL Wireless USB Adaptor to the USB port of your 
supported Roland instrument, and launch the iPhone app mentioned above.
* Internet connection and wireless LAN access point required.
* These Apps cannot be used in countries where the WNA1100-RL USB Wireless 
Adaptor is unavailable. To confirm availability, please contact the Roland Group or 
authorized Roland distributor in your country.

Using Roland Wireless Connect

Air Recorder and V-Drums Friend Jam for iPhone are available as free download from the iPhone App Store. 
See website below for supported instruments.
http://roland.jp/link/RWC/

Connect your Roland instruments
with these iPhone apps!


